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Carbon charge staff sent this primer ahead of key meetings in the winter and spring of 2017, a period of 
outreach across campus to introduce leaders and staff to the carbon charge. It provided talking points and a 
reference document to leave behind.

Background
• Fossil fuel use, land use changes, and agriculture are causing emissions of CO2 and other gases that are 

changing the climate.1
• Climate change harms human health, property, and ecosystems across the world through heat waves, 

floods, wildfires, crop decline, infectious diseases, violence, and conflict.2
• Estimates of these harms can be quantified. The social cost of carbon (SCC) is “the economic cost 

caused by an additional ton of carbon-dioxide emissions or its equivalent.”3 Yale’s Carbon Charge Task 
Force selected $40/metric ton of carbon dioxide equivalent as the starting SCC,4 based on estimates by 
the U.S. federal government.5

• Charging energy users for greenhouse gas emissions may be the most politically feasible and economi-
cally efficient policy for reducing emissions that cause climate change.6

Yale Carbon Charge Goals

For planning units with financial responsibility for buildings, Yale is integrating a carbon charge into 
fiscal year 2018 budgets. The university aims to:
• Advance best practices for putting a price on carbon emissions in order to inform policy development 

around the world.
• Incorporate the social costs of climate change into university decisions.
• Engage the campus community in applied research on carbon pricing.
• Reduce emissions that cause climate change.

Mechanism
• Charge: Yale buildings will be charged $40/metric ton of CO2 equivalents emitted each year.
• Dividend: Each year, the sum of all charges will be divided and returned to units based on each build-

ing’s percentage of Yale’s averaged FY2011–15 emissions.
• The dividend is revenue neutral across Yale; the university will retain none ($0) of the revenues.

Rationale for this Charge Design
• Why revenue-neutral?

 » No surplus to allocate and no budget risk for the university;
 » Models a scheme with the strongest chance of national implementation.7

• Why provide dividends based on a fixed, averaged FY2011–15 baseline?
 » A fixed baseline is forward-looking—it neither punishes nor rewards for pre-FY2016 choices;
 » FY2011–15 covers a range of building conditions while capturing most of current building 
programming.
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Implementation
• The Office of the Provost provided the Budget Office estimates of each unit’s charge. This was incorpo-

rated into FY2018 budgets as a new expense type, labeled “utilities carbon charge.”
• A new transfer expense was incorporated into unit budgets to handle their share of the carbon charge 

return.

Next Steps
• In Q2 of 2017, each participating Yale building will receive informational energy use statements to pre-

pare for FY2018, when monthly bills showing energy use and carbon charges will begin.
• Starting July 1, 2017, each participating building will receive a monthly carbon charge, which will be 

assessed twice a year, once in the autumn and once at the end of the fiscal year.

Contact
• Contact your lead administrator with questions regarding carbon charge implementation in your 

department
• For help reducing the carbon footprint of a building, contact your facilities superintendent.
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